Departments

- 12 LETTERS
- 14 VITAL SIGNS A potpourri of events and ideas
- 16 DANCE MATTERS Batsheva's Project 5, ODC Theater opens
- 20 NEW YORK NOTEBOOK NYCB, Twenty Ten festival, Faye Driscoll
- 46 DM STYLE Don't let summer fade—keep your warm-ups colorful. By Khara Hanlon
- 50 TEACH-LEARN CONNECTION Centerwork: Dance degrees with a practical focus
  Break Your Bad Habits: The feet across the floor
- 56 TEACHER'S WISDOM Anna Halprin By Wendy Perron
- 58 ON the RISE Ballet Hispanico's JessicaAlejandra Wyatt By Kina Poon
- 62 REVIEWS NYCB
- 66 TRANSITIONS Darci Kistler retires, Marina Semyonova, Jonathan Wolken, Kazuo Ohno
- 69 CLASSIFIEDS, AD INDEX, DANCEFINDER

JUNE DANCE MAGAZINE Video of the Month Editors' Choice Winner: Solo na Dwie Osoby. See the video at www.dancemedia.com/v/4039.

Solo na Dwie Osoby (Solo for Two People) is performed by Polish Dance Theatre and choreographed by Karolina WyraI. Solo was Polish-born Wyrwal's choreographic debut. The piece draws inspiration from the repetition of daily tasks. The music, composed by UK-based musician Paul Tinsley, "was an integral part of the creative process," says Wyrwal, "summarizing and documenting as movements were created." The PDT dancers in Solo are Wyrwal, Kasia Kulminsk, and Pawel Malicki.